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NEW FROM THE MODERN FAN CO.

The Modern Fan Co. introduces five new contemporary ceiling fans. Four

are designed by Ron Rezek: the Cloud, Lumina, Velo and Velo Hugger.

And one, the Pensi, by Spanish designer Jorge Pensi, marking the first

time a U.S. company has commissioned a respected European designer

to create a contemporary ceiling fan.

“We are very selective and only add new products to our line when they are inspired by an
advancement in technology, a regulatory decree or a style idea,” says The Modern Fan Co. founder
and principal designer Ron Rezek. “These new fans represent thoughtful design and innovations in
lighting and blade shape.”

All of Modern Fan’s 22 fans succeed as economic cooling systems and architectural statements. New
this year are fans with efficient contoured blades (the Velo, Velo Hugger and Pensi fans), high-output
lighting (the Cloud and Lumina fans) and the first time in our collection, a chandelier-scaled glass
shade (the Lumina fan).

Founded in 1997 by designer Ron Rezek, Modern Fan is the only company to focus solely on
designing and producing contemporary ceiling fans. Although refreshingly simple in appearance, each
involves mastery in design, powerful motors, maintenance-free bearings and Rezek’s invention of
blades that insert directly into a single-piece rotor.

Rezek has been a successful lighting designer since the 1970s. When he designed the first
contemporary-styled ceiling fans in 1986 and then launched The Modern Fan Co., he sought to not
only create attractive ceiling fans, but ones that efficiently incorporated lighting solutions. The
Lumina and Cloud fans offer full, high-output illumination with either conventional or energy-saving
compact fluorescent light.

Rezek was also an early supporter of the EPA’s Energy Star program. Modern Fans cost just pennies
a day to run and save on utility bills. The Velo, Velo Hugger and Pensi fans also incorporate new
blade designs that increased air movement.

Here are details of each new Modern Fan:

cloud

The inspiration for the Cloud ($400) came from Rezek’s appreciation of American
mid-century modern light fixtures. He has taken the idea of a floating oval glass
shade and integrated it into an artistically compact ceiling fan.

“The Cloud would blend in perfectly with your mid-century home,” says Rezek.

The Cloud represents our latest fan design with generous light output. A mouth-
blown opal glass shade houses either 120 watts of incandescent or the equivalent
of 200 watts of energy-saving compact fluorescent light.

The die-cast aluminum body is finished in textured nickel, which has a warm luster.
Blades spans are either 42 or 52 inches, and are available in matching nickel (a
warm metallic shade) or white.

The Cloud includes two standard down rods, 4 and 10 inches, yielding 18 inch and
24 inch overall lengths. Longer down rods can be ordered.
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lumina

The Lumina ($450) represents Ron Rezek's vision of a sculptural form that serves
the purpose of both a chandelier and a ceiling fan. It combines two serene glass
shapes, both glowing with either incandescent or energy-saving fluorescent light.
At 27 inches or longer, its significant size would fit well in homes with large, high-
ceilinged living rooms, bedrooms, dining rooms, entries and hallways, or in
restaurants, lobbies, offices and other commercial spaces.

“A small ceiling fan can get lost in a very large space. The Lumina synthesizes a
chandelier-scale light with a ceiling fan,” says Rezek. “It is gentle and refined and
makes a grand statement.”

The overall length of the Lumina is 27 inches including the down rod. Longer down
rods of up to 72 inches are available.

The Lumina’s die-cast aluminum body is powder coated in gloss white and the
blades are in matching white for a look of utilitarian cleanliness. Blade spans are 42
or 52 inches.

pensi

The Pensi showcases renowned Spanish industrial designer Jorge Pensi’s elegant
mastery over minimal, effective design. It’s an assemblage of cylinders that house
the motor, blade rotor and lighting in the simplest possible shapes. A cylinder
attaches the fan to the ceiling, travels through the motor and becomes the light at
the bottom.

“We wanted continuity in the form,” says Rezek. “There isn’t a separate down rod,
fan and light. It's a complete integrated design.”

The fan is constructed of die-cast and extruded aluminum, making it 100%
recyclable. The finishes are brushed aluminum with an anthracite down rod or all
white powder coating (from $400). It can be ordered with or without a downlight.
Blades span 50 inches and are available in either a white or aluminum finish.

The Pensi fan, like the Velo fans described below, uses contoured blades molded of
high-impact ABS plastic to deliver increased efficiency.

velo

velo hugger

The EPA continues to press manufacturers to increase energy efficiency. The
Modern Fan Co. has responded with all of its products by designing highly
productive motors that result in the most air movement per watts. The Velo and
Velo Hugger ($400 each) combine a strong motor with new, aerodynamically
shaped blades that move the maximum volume of air.

“To increase the fan’s efficiency, we took the opportunity to move away from the
traditional wooden flat blade to sculpt an airfoil-shape blade that scoops and directs
the air,” says Rezek. “These contoured blades are molded in a high-impact ABS
plastic and the curve is integrated into the body of the fan.”

Rezek also made the body small, but he did not compromise the appearance. The
barrel-shaped body is only 6 1/2 inches in diameter. Made of die-cast aluminum, it
is finished in bright nickel or gloss white. Blades span 50 inches and are available in
nickel or white.

The Velo and Velo Hugger have optional integrated light kits that use either
halogen or energy-saving compact fluorescent light. The white shade is a mouth-
blown, opal glass for near perfect diffusion.

With the Velo, 5-inch and 13-inch down rods are included, yielding 16 inch and 24
inch overall lengths. Longer down rods can be ordered.

With the Velo Hugger, Rezek recognized that fans are needed in rooms with lower
ceilings. Thinking of the traditional 8-foot high ceiling, he designed a shorter piece
that attaches the fan to the ceiling instead of a conventional down rod. As in the
past, when he has designed hugger versions for some of his other fans, this year,
along with the introduction of the Velo, he is debuting a hugger version of the Velo,
which is only 14 inches long.
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“A slender body inline with the Velo’s form doesn’t detract from its geometric
purity,” says Rezek. “The huggers, shaped specifically for each model, convey a
sense of fluidity and connect the fan to the architectural space.”

Background:

The Modern Fan Co.’s line has earned worldwide recognition for its distinctive design, smooth action
and reliability.

The company’s fans incorporate Ron Rezek’s single-piece, die-cast rotors that are dynamically
balanced. The fans’ high-powered motors work efficiently without overheating and have
maintenance-free sealed bearings, which can provide a lifetime of use. The fans meet the highest
EPA and green standards in terms of air moved per watt of energy consumed.

“Consciously Cool” has been our philosophy since the beginning. Modern Fans can keep you
comfortable while helping to reduce energy consumption in several ways. Like a nice breeze on a
warm day, moving air offers recognizable relief from heat and humidity. This “cooling” effect allows
you to turn up your AC thermostat and reduce your power consumption. In many cases, air
conditioning can be turned off entirely, with Modern Fans, on full speed, use less than one amp of
power, about the same as a 100-watt bulb.

Modern Fans also allow users to reset their thermostat to cut down heating costs and still remain
comfortable. The fans re-circulate heated air that would otherwise remain trapped near the ceiling.

We also offer color-balanced compact fluorescent lamp (CFL) options that use only 25% of the
energy consumed by equivalent incandescent or halogen lamps.

All Modern Fans are available with wall-mounted or wireless handheld fan-speed and full-range light-
dimming controls, eliminating the need to get up and tug on a pull chain to adjust the fan.

Priced from $290 to $500, The Modern Fan Co.’s line is sold at specialty lighting and furniture
galleries throughout the country. A list of dealers is at www.modernfan.com under Find A Dealer.

For more information, contact media@modernfan.com or call 541-482-8545.
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